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Golgothan: The common language of the people of Golgotha. 
Pronoun handling: 
first person:  wesha 
second person: heiddha 
third person:   vaakat 
inanimate:   khaeta 
Verb handling: 
Use the root verb for a continual action; see #3 below 
will be:  'da 
won't be: 'dhai 
is:  'raidd 
isn't:  'ddul 
was:  'khui 
wasn't:  'sudhei 
Adjective/Adverb handling: 
Adj = noun+’wa 
Adv = adj+'ban 
Plural handling: 
two:  je' 
many: ha' 
Query handling: 
where, when, and why are covered. for other questions, add paedh? (good?) to the end 
of a declarative. 
Examples: 

1. wesha veidd ddale'raidh moghendhim. = my name is moghendhim. 
2. wesha koukho'khui ha'qadhi. = i ate many berries. 
3. vaakat baiha khaawa ha'pet. = s/he dreams of wires. 
4. ha'ddhuide ddoud'sudhei beikhaqaakh faakhu. = wolves did not kill that woman. 
5. heiddha je'waakh ddale, paedh? = you like your testicles where they are, yes? (a 

threat, lit. 'your testicles continue as they are, good?' 
6. ddhoud'da heiddha suikh. = kill your television. 



 

ENGLISH  GOLGOTHAN 
abdomen laeqe 
ability, capacity (to do something) heedhunaakh 
about (pertaining to; on the topic of)  khaawa 
above, over  dheewi 
absent  qoudho 
absorb  kheedha 
accept (willingly receive)  sekh 
accident (unintentional and unexpected event) dhukhou 
account (record of money received/paid/owed) luidderuish 
acid(ic)  qakhi 
across (at / to the other side of)  ddeidhi 
act, deed hodho 
activity, bustle, ado  lushaarep 
add, append, join so as to cause an increase  khoudhi 
address (postal co-ordinates) ledeeddaikh 
adhere (hold tightly to / stick to something)  jidhi 
admire  sheiwo 
admit, confess  vop 
advertisement taishe 
advice taaji 
after (later than; in the future of)  veshe 
afternoon (noon to dusk) fusu 
again, once more, re-  quwaidhaikh 
age (degree of oldness / youngness) senaeddoukh 
agency, bureau veepi 
agree  saeddi 
aim (to point/direct X toward Y)  dusheifer 
air shuiw 
airplane, aircraft khaesi 
alcohol shuisho 
alert  dhed 
alive  dhuiki 
alkaline  vak 
all (the whole number or entire sum of)  ddaisa 
allocation, allotment, portion (someone's share of X) wodhaalif 
almost, nearly  dheb 
alphabet shaeju 



already (prior to the time mentioned)  ladhi 
also, additionally, too  soume 
alternate, take turns (do X then Y then X then Y)  posh 
always (at all times)  lodhaefis 
ambassador dhoug 
and, plus  gokhuivep 
angel, fairy (supernatural flying humanoid) tuiddu 
angle (the relation of two lines radiating from a point) laidd 
angry  heesha 
animal (non-vegetable creature) voudh 
announce, proclaim  naeshagoush 
answer, reply to a question or argument raesh 
ant (insect of family Formicidae) teq 
anus sunaadhaikh 
any (no particular one of)  shoshai 
apart, separately  madhaajij 
apple (tree/fruit of genus Malus) hemeiddaekh 
approve (of)  meekhobeedh 
apron fidd 
arch gep 
arm (shoulder to hand) teidhiveidh 
army shud 
around, encircling, surrounding  sheesi 
arrow (sharp-tipped shaft shot from a bow) kheshae 
art (creative craft; productive use of talent) dham 
article, essay (piece of text about one topic) kheiru 
artificial (deliberately made by humans)  ddeefo 
ash peedh 
ask, inquire  vaeshe 
at (in the same location as)  kheidha 
at least, not less than (>=)  khukhou 
at most, only, just, merely, not more than (<=)  dira 
athletics (games involving physical skill), sports neraeshaish 
atom sudu 
attack  kheib 
attention (active perception) shig 
attic, garret shuq 
attract  teddo 
authority (the right/power to command) meikh 
automatic  waeshe 



autumn, fall gudd 
auxiliary  taeddafoudh 
avoid, evade, keep away from  rukheegon 
awake  gaiso 
away (from this or that place)  dhaemi 
axe wisa 

 



B  
baby, infant bash 
back (dorsal area) beit 
back (to previous place / condition)  waedh 
backward (in reverse order)  vopaishaekh 
bad  shaekhi 
bake (cook or harden by means of dry heat)  jaekh 
balance, equilibrium dheil 
ball (spheroidal plaything) naash 
balloon kheip 
bamboo (plant/stem of genera Bambusa / Arundinaria / 
Dendrocalamus) qaakhikeidh 
banana (plant/fruit of genus Musa) fuil 
band, tape, flat strip vidhi 
bank (monetary institution) badhi 
bar, rod vuru 
barrel, cask nidheewiv 
barrier, obstacle dhaidho 
base, node, station (point from which things go or are done) gish 
baseball tuidd 
basis, foundation (part which supports the rest) baej 
basket weem 
basketball dhakhou 
bat, stick, racket/racquet (any ball-hitting tool) jaaddavaedh 
batch (quantity of things done/produced at one time) wuil 
bay (small body of water offset from lake or sea) shaihi 
be (intransitive predicative copula)  ddaele 
beach, shore jane 
bean (lima/snap/etc.: plant/seed of genus Phaseolus or similar) jeedd 
bear (animal of Ursidae family) veib 
beard ddur 
beat (repeatedly hit), batter  rodh 
beautiful  kheeq 
because of, due to  dhas 
become (begin to be; acquire the quality...)  dhaesi 
bed dduik 
bee (member of genus Apis) dhis 
beer beeshi 
before, in front of, ahead of (spatially)  juija 
before, prior to, earlier than  ddaego 



begin, commence, start  hidhi 
behavior, conduct rukheikof 
behind, in back of, to the rear of  kheiqu 
believe (accept as true)  nouddo 
bell qedhaafik 
belt khodhou 
bent  houh 
berry (small pulpy fruit) qadhi 
between, among, amidst, inter-  waedde 
beyond, farther than, exceeding  soddoujin 
bicycle dheiwa 
big, large (of much size)  neekhasaikh 
bill, invoice (statement of money owed) shiq 
bird (egg-laying feathered animal with wings) khidhou 
birth howeikhaedh 
bite  shaeso 
bitter  kodhi 
black  vuto 
blade lokha 
blame  puiru 
blanket (large piece of soft material used as a cover) khaer 
blemish, blot tidh 
bless (wish good upon)  javo 
block (solid flat-surfaced mass of material) shep 
blood shas 
blow (move/cause to move as a current of gas)  deikh 
blue  fij 
board toudha 
boat ddaiwo 
body qaadde 
boil  luho 
bomb roq 
bone ddoujo 
book lado 
boring, tedious  gaek 
borrow  muikhu 
bottle juje 
bottom nuim 
bounce, rebound  vitu 
bow (for arrows) khouri 



bowl (deep round dish) vaisha 
box (rigid rectangular receptacle) ddaishi 
boy rudho 
brain faeko 
brake veidderuidd 
branch (small part going out from main part) faikh 
brass (copper-zinc alloy) muk 
bread shoupo 
break (into pieces)  khushou 
breast, mammary huiqu 
breathe  daes 
brick (hard clay block) sip 
bridge khoumu 
bright (with much light present)  wedh 
bring (cause something to come along with one toward a place)  khidhae 
broom dhishou 
brother veiv 
brown  laaddodaidd 
brush ddub 
bucket, pail khar 
bud (of flower/leaf) dhaan 
build (join materials to create), construct  feiddepaikh 
building, edifice (structure with walls and roof) beepe 
bullet nuwo 
bump, protrusion peddi 
bundle, bunch (group of things tied or grouped together) boddeehog 
burn  khon 
burst  dikh 
bus naha 
bush, shrub gekheegem 
business, commerce leish 
but, however  daasha 
butter baigo 
butterfly fifeekhaadd 
buttock ddow 
button (on a shirt etc.) bodh 
buy, purchase  ddeite 
by means of, via, per, with (using; through instrumentality of)  fuse 



C  
cabbage (plant/leaves of sp. Brassica oleracea capitata) reesha 
cage gadho 
calculate, reckon  jiva 
call, summon  taeshifuikh 
camp, bivouac, temporary shelter ddeddui 
campaign (for political office) shees 
can (is/are able to ...)  dhedhui 
can (presealed metal container) {British: tin} pow 
canal, channel, ditch mikh 
candle dhuikhi 
cannon peiho 
capture, seize  shidhui 
car, automobile (wheeled motor vehicle) fikho 
carbon kijaedheikh 
card (stiff rectangle of material) kheimu 
care, concern (about someone / something) faesh 
carrot (plant/root of sp. Daucus carota sativus) woubu 
carry (move while supporting)  waab 
cart, carriage, wagon (wheeled vehicle; not self-propelled) jeidd 
cat (Felis catus) jat 
catch (stop the motion of and seize in the hands)  rushaaref 
category, classification gasuidhuidh 
cause (induce something to be/happen)  beishe 
caution, prudence, carefulness shuddaa 
cave naish 
cease, stop doing, quit  rodde 
ceiling shib 
celebrate, rejoice  meesh 
cellar, basement dikhouqap 
century ddeekhu 
certain, sure  kakh 
chain (connected series of rings or links) dheete 
chair (furniture for one person to sit on) ludda 
chalk web 
chance, randomicity, luck pideikhoudd 
change (become/make different), vary  daidhuwaadd 
chapter (main division of book) nush 
chart, diagram feiq 
cheap, inexpensive  khik 



check (written order directing a bank to pay from an account) khoddae 
cheek (side of face below eye) pehe 
cheese woddaased 
chemical (substance made by or used in chemistry) sheekho 
chess lusheejil 
chest (upper front of torso) ddokhui 
chicken dder 
chief, leader wish 
chief, main, primary, principal  nakh 
child ligaikhuidh 
chimney haikh 
chin dhov 
chocolate vequ 
choose, pick (out), select one of many possibilities  dhouf 
church (building or institution of public worship) sudh 
cigarette qeeg 
circle lodhi 
city gora 
civilization ddeiddu 
claim, assertion (statement of unknown accuracy) baeqe 
clay dhoddaa 
clean  dhaasho 
clear, plain (easy to see/understand)  heikhe 
cliff teidda 
climb  qoushotaesh 
clock wedd 
closed, shut  dheep 
cloth, fabric (material made of threads) taaq 
cloud qetaaddaikh 
club, cudgel baikhe 
club, society (voluntary association re: a common interest) ddekhee 
coal poho 
coat (heavy outer garment with sleeves) keikh 
cockroach (insect of order Blattaria) dhun 
code (cryptographic system) jenuidhoukh 
coffee (plant/seeds of sp. Coffea arabica) shoupi 
coil dheij 
coin gat 
cold, chilly, frigid  dheikha 
collar khud 



color gedaikheish 
comb kushe 
come, arrive (at indicated place)  rufeikhaakh 
comfort (freedom from pain and/or worry) jeiddo 
command, order, directive shodhai 
committee (group appointed to do a task) shik 
common, general (shared by all members of a group)  khuil 
communication (exchange of information) keishiboukh 
community (individuals sharing space / culture) kheesha 
company (a business organization), firm saama 
compare  beeshonoush 
compete, strive, vie  sew 
complex  vowaakhoudd 
compromise holu 
computer (electronic instruction-obeying information-handler) ddouf 
condition, state, status baeku 
cone haakh 
connection, joint, junction shaik 
conscious, aware  varaadheikh 
consist of, be composed of  shushae 
consonant (non-vowel) pahu 
constant, invariant, stable  shoura 
constitution (charter of an organization) radha 
consume, deplete, expend, exhaust, use up  qeeddu 
contain  saekh 
container shoshaa 
continue, keep on doing/being  khaiq 
contract (agreement-document) dhol 
control  faidhusoudd 
cook (prepare by applying heat)  daf 
cool  pap 
cooperate, collaborate  feedhi 
copper juddaekoj 
copulate, have sex (with)  reini 
copy (a duplicate) khaepa 
cord, cable (thicker than wire) sheidhi 
cork (tree/elastic tissue of sp. Quercus suber) nish 
corn, maize (plant/seeds of sp. Zea mays) vashaiqub 
cotton (plant/fibers of genus Gossypium) riqa 
count, enumerate  deidd 



courage, bravery teisha 
court (of law) khuis 
cover (thing put onto or extended over something else) bese 
cow/bull, cattle (bovine animal of either sex) khaim 
crack, fissure makhe 
crawl  tab 
create, make (bring into existence)  bidhi 
credit (permission to borrow money) medhi 
crime jaashidaish 
criticize  dhodhee 
cross (perpendicular intersection of linear items) laidhojaedh 
crush (press on so as to break or re-shape)  shot 
cry out, shout, yell  pour 
cry, weep  doddu 
crystal khuikhu 
cube dhudhai 
cucumber (Cucumis sativus) ddeddei 
culture (the customs and beliefs of a people) seishehaish 
cup (small bowl with handle) baidd 
curse, damn (wish evil upon)  seik 
curtain khiddee 
curve shuj 
cut  khees 
cycle (one complete performance of a periodic process) fudd 
cylinder rovoushaedh 
 



D  
dance  nuidhidaidd 
danger (situation in which harm is probable) qid 
dark, dim (with little light present)  guidda 
date (coordinates of a day given in some timekeeping system) suraedhoukh 
date (tree/fruit of sp. Phoenix dactylifera) keeb 
daughter shoukha 
day (24-hour period) quidh 
day (daytime -- as opposed to night), diurnal period rodaadduish 
dead  boum 
dear, precious, cherished  ddeedhu 
debt, obligation to pay teish 
decide  khoudha 
decrease (become or make lesser in quantity)  shaafa 
deep, profound (of much depth)  dhip 
deer (animal of family Cervidae) ddeig 
degree (the extent/intensity/scope of an 
action/condition/relation) pujaidhaish 
delay, retard, tarry, postpone  goup 
dense (of much density), concentrated, thick, intense  lipoudhaidh 
density qeheedhuidh 
dent, nick, indentation bedh 
deny (say that X is not true)  roum 
depend on, rely on  paeqi 
depth (distance from ground / baseline down to bottom) khaiw 
describe  gaidha 
desert faetu 
deserve, merit, be worthy of  teidd 
destination pekhi 
destroy (contra-create; cause to cease existing)  bin 
detail kofo 
diagonal, slanted  weigi 
dial (circle marked with numbers/symbols) muir 
dictator, tyrant raedhavoudh 
dictionary shekhaa 
die  raekha 
different  noddouwem 
difficult, hard  kheb 
dig  rakheevor 
direct, immediate (with no intermediaries or obstacles)  veedhataadh 



direction (orientation of motion) rouk 
dirt, earth (tangible), soil melaakhoudh 
dirty, contra-clean  toudhohoukh 
disappointment wakhi 
disaster, catastrophe shuidha 
discuss, talk about  haashejeidd 
disease, illness, sickness kaig 
dish (any shallow concave container) paeshe 
disk, disc kaev 
dissolve  ddoupo 
distance (amount of space from X to Y) biha 
distinguish, differentiate, tell one from another  moddeedun 
divide  dheed 
do, perform, engage in (specified activity)  dhaak 
document shug 
dog (Canis familiaris) guiddoruidh 
doll, effigy pekha 
dome (anything shaped like an upside-down bowl) kheer 
donkey, ass (Equus asinus) hiseiddeekh 
door dduishi 
doubt  ddeila 
down  wideekheedh 
dragon (winged serpent with crested head and large claws) gedda 
drain (device that removes unwanted liquid) dheeko 
dream baiha 
drift, wander  khit 
drill ddos 
drink  kawuishoukh 
drive, impel, propel  taepa 
drop (of liquid) keeho 
drown (die/kill via immersion)  nuvaikhoudd 
drum (hollow musical instrument beaten with sticks or hands) ledde 
dry  kuidd 
dull, blunt (of little sharpness)  gikh 
durable, resilient, robust, strong (in this sense)  khaare 
duration (amount of time consumed) waaddu 
during  jeedh 
dust sheek 



E   
ear huisho 
early, premature  shukhaa 
earth (terra firma contrasted with sea and heaven) gukhe 
earthquake lunoudhuidd 
east haadho 
easy  shakhai 
eat  koukho 
eclipse shaiqi 
edge dduisha 
egg hefe 
eight  shaid 
elastic (able to regain shape/size after deformation)  tawe 
elect (select by voting)  ddeeja 
electricity lisho 
element (substance of irreducible simplicity) ruidh 
elevator {British: lift} riddeenoq 
embarrassment vuikhubuish 
emit (to send out any form of matter/energy in any manner)  sheddaa 
emphasize, accentuate, stress  tukho 
empty  leiga 
end, conclude, finish  veekhokeikh 
enemy ddaafe 
energy beidd 
enough, sufficiently  fudh 
enter, go into  dhuib 
enthusiasm, zeal sikh 
envelope (folded paper covering a letter) beikhu 
environment, surroundings, context shouda 
equal  tadh 
escape, flee from  qikoushaesh 
evaporate  dhoupi 
evening (dusk to midnight) khaalu 
eventually (in the far future)  khousho 
ever (at any time)  khoure 
every, each  ddid 
evil  gobaeshaidh 
exact, precise  jaihi 
examine, inspect  kaddu 
example, sample shukhui 



except for, besides, apart from, other than, excluding  dheipe 
exchange, trade, swap  naes 
exercise, practice (effort made to improve skills/health) didda 
exist  heidde 
expand, grow  hel 
expect, anticipate (believe that X will come/happen)  dhoum 
expensive, costly  fenaekhuikh 
experience (consciously live through an event)  jain 
experiment woshe 
explode  kav 
eye shaabe 
eyeglasses taebu 



F   
face pika 
fact (undisputed datum) khuisha 
factory sakh 
fail  vugo 
false, untrue  quiko 
family gaiddafaash 
famous  roumi 
fan (device to create air current) rodha 
far (at / to a great distance)  dhaiku 
farm takha 
fat (oily/greasy material from animal adipose tissue or plant 
seeds) ddouq 
fat, obese, plump  ddouni 
father bokhaafur 
favor, prefer  beedho 
fear (be afraid of)  qidha 
feather weisho 
feces, dung, excrement nat 
feel (experience an emotion/sentiment)  gaedda 
feel (perceive with the tactile sense)  khaedhi 
female  peew 
fence (outdoor barrier supported by posts) ddokhou 
fertile  seikho 
fetus (foetus), embryo laesha 
fever kheid 
few (a small number of)  veih 
fiction duqi 
field (unbroken expanse of land) qaekh 
fig (tree/fruit of genus Ficus) deej 
fight, combat  qaadhusoukh 
file (dossier; loose bundle of data) kheeha 
file (tool for abrading) huisharaekh 
film (very thin layer) puifo 
find (discover the location of)  ddaelu 
finger sheedo 
fire faap 
fireplace, hearth pimeiddeesh 
fish sokha 
fist rusaesheesh 



five  neikhalaesh 
flag, banner maakhehaish 
flared (opening up or spreading out from axis)  qadhe 
flat, planar  dduiw 
flavor, taste ddup 
flaw, defect, imperfection kogi 
flax (Linum usitatissimum) luish 
flexible (easily able to bend)  dhaikho 
float  wuidd 
flood, deluge litu 
floor (bottom of room) khaikhi 
flour (grain-powder) vupa 
flow (travel in a current)  ddaidho 
flower sash 
fly (move through the air)  wuidda 
fly (small winged insect) ddeddou 
foam, froth sheid 
fog vokho 
fold  hikh 
food houfa 
foolish  webu 
foot (on which something stands) neluidheidd 
football (American/tackle f~) ruik 
football (association f~), soccer joukhu 
for (in exchange for)  woukhejeidd 
for (to benefit; destined for; for the purpose of)  gavoukheidd 
force fodhuiwav 
forehead dhaej 
forest haashu 
forget (contra-remember)  role 
forgive, pardon  vadhi 
fork (instrument with >=2 prongs for picking up something) rushaiqal 
form, shape houj 
forward, ahead  shaav 
four  moushejoudh 
fox (member of genus Vulpes) kaam 
fragile, delicate  puish 
frame (structure supporting or surrounding something) shoddae 
free (at liberty)  falu 
freeze  ddaashu 



frequency (degree of oftenness or seldomness) sikhi 
frequently, often  baadh 
friend kheeni 
frog (web-footed tailless leaping amphibian) loleisheekh 
from, out of, away from  jidu 
front khaeqo 
frugal, thrifty  khaasha 
fruit madduisas 
fuel moddoufir 
full, filled  dasaadheedh 
funny, comical  meikhe 
furniture delaeddaikh 
furrow, rut, groove kaishipoudh 
future (the f~) rokaidhaakh 



G   

game (a rule-governed system of competitive amusement) waeb 
game, match (one particular encounter between competitors) gedd 
garbage, trash, rubbish loki 
garden pokh 
garlic (herb of sp. Allium sativum) ddeshou 
garment (item of clothing) dhid 
gas vin 
gather, collect (bring or come together)  lonaashaidd 
gear (toothed wheel) khaf 
gene baheeddoudd 
generous, charitable  bed 
gentle, mild  gaikheseedh 
gesture  meeshalaekh 
get, acquire, gain, obtain  reekhakaekh 
ghost (manifestation of dead person's soul) dhaat 
ginger (plant/rhizome of genus Zingiber) poudhi 
ginseng (plant/root of genus Panax) shoud 
girl dhaer 
give  puishonuikh 
glass ddashui 
glove buidh 
go (move from starting point to elsewhere)  qish 
goat (animal of genus Capra) jaawi 
god, diety ddol 
gold (the precious metal) dhaig 
good  paedh 
gourd (plant/hard-rinded fruit of genera Lagenaria & Cucurbita) shaeg 
government ddip 
gradual  beidho 
grain(s), cereal crop(s) and their seed(s) souddu 
grammar (rules and structure of a language) vag 
grape (plant/fruit of genus Vitis) feewi 
grass (monocotyledonous plant of family Gramineae) meese 
grasshopper ddaib 
grateful, thankful  dhaag 
graveyard shift, middle of the night (midnight to dawn) taeshaleesh 
gravity sheit 
gray {British: grey}  qais 
greedy  bakaiddaash 



green  sheidho 
grind  faikhojaash 
group poudhaqoush 
guard, monitor, watch over  quw 
guess, conjecture  shuilo 
guide, lead  ddaap 
guilty, blame-worthy  khidhei 
guitar (stringed instrument played with the fingers) hoh 
gun (ballistic weapon) nukhaiwov 
gymnastics bow 



H   
habit, custom, routine practice welu 
hail ddaisha 
hair (a strand of fibrous material growing from the body) khekhei 
hair (the hairs atop one's head thought of as a collective entity) raedd 
half (1/2)  wikh 
hammer reshe 
hand dhaipi 
handle (part of tool by which it is held) khaadde 
hang, suspend, dangle  douddu 
happen, occur  quigu 
happy  khet 
hard, firm, resistant to pressure  weedhi 
harmony (pleasing combination of stimuli) faesha 
harness reina 
harvest, reap  kiveesheikh 
hat, cap kheit 
hate  keedhe 
have (possess / be furnished with)  fodh 
head gaiqe 
healthy  laipe 
hear  jaqa 
heart (coronary muscle) medh 
heat, warmth dhouku 
heaven, celestial realm, Valhala etc. dipa 
heavy (of much weight)  sishoudod 
heel ledha 
height (distance from ground / baseline to top) saadd 
helix (any corkscrew-shaped object) shaim 
hell, Hades piddu 
helmet meidde 
help, assist, aid  luiddasaedh 
hemp, marijuana (plant/material of sp. Cannabis sativa) kheeg 
here (in/to this place)  ddoh 
hide, conceal  leikhifeish 
high, tall (of much height)  shaashi 
hill (smaller than a mountain) jaela 
hinge rekha 
hip qahi 
history (organized account of past events), chronicle nokheesuk 



hit, strike  khoddee 
hockey boq 
hold, grasp  shekhee 
hole wah 
holiday khos 
hollow  ddaeshu 
holy, sacred  jab 
honey heefe 
hook jakhu 
hope  qiko 
horizontal  moddu 
horn (bone-like growth from animal's head) waikhipuikh 
horn (makes noise when blown) khaik 
horse (Equus caballus) baada 
hospital ruddi 
hot  gukh 
hotel, inn qekh 
hour (60 minutes) side 
hourglass kukhi 
house (a free-standing man-made dwelling-building) teela 
how? (in what manner?)  louq 
huge, enormous, gigantic  dheshee 
humble, modest  fushe 
hundred  laidda 
hunt, pursue (with intent to capture and/or devour)  qor 
husband dheem 



I   
ice kaeshowuish 
idea, concept (thought-bundle) qokhi 
if (on condition that...; supposing that...)  pebo 
imagine  pokhuihaj 
imitate, mimic  qoushi 
important  dher 
in (located inside of)  sekaadhuish 
increase (become or make greater in quantity)  kati 
independent  ddeige 
indicate  khaidhi 
individual (one considered separately from one's species) taikh 
information dhuddui 
injure, damage, harm  qoudhejaadh 
ink jikho 
inner, internal, interior  veesh 
innocent, contra-guilty  qaidhadaash 
insane, crazy, mad  jaaf 
insect ddad 
instead of, rather than  dhadhai 
insult mikhaehuv 
insurance (protective contractual arrangement) veika 
intelligent  shaip 
intend, mean to, do deliberately, have as a purpose  rokho 
interest (desire to pay attention to something), fascination taish 
interfere, hinder  pub 
international  khaab 
interval (quantity of time between events X and Y) wudda 
intestines, gut(s), viscera dhudhae 
invent (plan something which has never been made before)  ddaer 
inverted, upside-down  biddouqav 
invest  juidhubuidd 
invite  reisha 
iris (of eye) tatuikhaidd 
iron ddeef 
irregular, sporadic, intermittent  beiga 
island nadho 
issue, edition (of periodical etc.) teishaloukh 



J  
jacket (a short and/or lightweight coat) geg 
jade (the tough green gemstone) ddadhei 
jar, jug (big wide-mouthed bottle) teiq 
jealousy, envy wekh 
jelly (gelatinous semi-solid material), gel guivo 
jewel, gem haddairod 
job, employment ddaadi 
journey, trip, voyage qekaiddaadh 
judge (compare something to criteria), form an opinion about  tuishafeidd 
juice (fluid extracted from something) ddaeto 
jump, leap  vakhi 
jury juikhe 
just, fair, equitable  khiq 



K  
keep, retain, go on having (e.g. "you should keep this book")  jiwa 
kelp (seaweed of orders Laminariales and Fucales) khuip 
key (metal device for operating lock) ddot 
kick  bomeidduidd 
kidney buta 
kill  ddoud 
kind, sort, type, variety (of...) taidhu 
king dhushei 
kiss  foudh 
knee khaddaa 
knife vaekhe 
knob kaashi 
know  waeddi 
knowledge pam 



L   
label ddeib 
lack (be without)  peishi 
ladder khakhai 
lake teedh 
lamp luveidhaidd 
language (the verbal communication technique of a people) paadhu 
last, final (after all others)  sheikha 
late, tardy  khol 
laugh  hil 
law (a rule enforced by a government) lafeikheidd 
layer touj 
lead (the metal) leeko 
leaf vimo 
learn  heeli 
least (the smallest quantity of)  jaam 
least (to the smallest degree)  jeh 
leather (prepared hide) saekhejaash 
leave, depart, go away from  seem 
left(-hand)  tiga 
leg huwaikhaash 
lend  like 
length (distance from one end to the other) peshoubum 
lens rounu 
lentil (plant/seeds of sp. Lens culinaris) gepu 
less (a smaller quantity of)  vush 
less (to a smaller degree)  mima 
letter (a message written and mailed) qaakhubaedh 
lettuce (plant/leaves of genus Lactuca) buidhu 
level, even (on the same level)  haelo 
lever shog 
library dhain 
lie (recline horizontally)  widd 
lie (utter a known falsehood)  dduij 
light (of little weight)  ddaddai 
light (visible electro-magnetic radiation) ddih 
lightning waav 
like, enjoy (derive pleasure from)  shaidhe 
like, similar to  dudd 
limit, boundary sap 



line (series of contiguous points) dupo 
lion (Felis leo) boru 
lip dhaaja 
liquid shoh 
list suil 
little (a small quantity of)  qidhu 
little (to a small degree; with almost no intensity)  qeeti 
live (be alive)  deg 
liver shaegu 
lizard dheddui 
load, burden heesh 
lobster toushamaish 
lock (device for securing doors) ddeg 
logic (formalized process of reasoning) fuleiddeikh 
lonely (feeling undesirable solitude)  dhoddai 
long (of much duration)  sheeri 
long (of much length)  pakheefad 
long ago (in the far past)  shaad 
loop, circuit, closed curve daddeeqil 
loose (contra-snug), baggy  debi 
loose (contra-taut), slack  roddeegeh 
lose (cease having; contra-acquire)  saekhumaadh 
loud (of much sonic intensity)  qaev 
love  tud 
low, short (not tall; of little height)  weeddi 
loyal  khaag 
lump, clod, blob, piece of no particular shape raeqo 
lung jeshi 



M  

machine (device with moving parts) goudhu 
magazine (periodical publication) qeiddujaish 
magic, sorcery vidhe 
magnet feedhibaish 
mail (transmit postally)  rudd 
majority jeqo 
make, render (impart quality X to Y; e.g. "I make you happy")  widh 
male  kheiq 
mammal meedd 
man (adult male person) baruikheikh 
mandarin, tangerine (tree/fruit of sp. Citrus reticulata) dheisha 
mantis (insect of order Manteodea) gashaegov 
many (a large number of)  poleidheikh 
map (drawing of planet's surface) gev 
mark (visible traces left behind) heishamaadd 
market (place where goods are bought/sold/traded) hesh 
marriage (spousal relationship) ddaaqo 
master, lord ddaiwa 
match (a thing suitably associated with another) wukh 
match (little fire-stick) jous 
matter, material, substance dhaeddi 
mature, adult khouki 
maybe, perhaps, possibly  somo 
meaning (semantic content of a word) paashu 
measure  vuga 
meat, flesh ddaev 
medicine (substance that makes one healthy) vaeshatoudh 
meet, encounter, come across  geemu 
melt  houkh 
member (of group/organization) niroukhaekh 
merchandise, goods, wares khaddai 
mercy kahe 
message (batch of transmitted information) podh 
metal neshu 
method, manner, way (of doing), technique baekh 
microscope kodde 
middle, center dhar 
midnight bidhe 
military  khun 



milk ddoukhe 
mill (place where raw materials are processed) jew 
million  fiseeshaekh 
mind wadi 
mineral, ore shakhou 
minority noutu 
mint (plant of family Labiatae) shokhae 
minute (60 seconds) juiddadeedd 
miracle moush 
mirror maida 
misplace (lose; become unable to find)  leesh 
Miss nuish 
miss, fail to hit/reach/see etc.  ddushui 
Mister, Mr. kheibi 
mix, blend  goudh 
molecule gifaisheish 
moment, an instant geew 
money moteidhaash 
monkey, small primate keweedhoudd 
month fukhi 
moon (natural satellite of a planet) veel 
more (a larger quantity of)  dadd 
more (to a larger degree)  leishi 
morning (dawn to noon) wowuikheedh 
mosquito dhodhou 
most (the largest quantity of)  rem 
most (to the largest degree)  wewaakheikh 
mother tudha 
motor, engine shain 
motorcycle gaeddijeedh 
mountain jaiddo 
mouse rosu 
mouth jaari 
move (engage in motion / cause to engage in motion)  ddal 
movie, motion picture ddairi 
Mrs. goddairub 
Ms., Miss/Mrs. mokhaamer 
much (a large quantity of)  teidhemeikh 
much, very (to a large degree; with great intensity)  baaq 
mud fuddo 



multiply  hijeishoudh 
muscle shaaj 
mushroom (a complex aerial fleshy fruiting body of a fungus) qeishe 
music souji 
mustard (plant of sp. Brassica hirta / B. nigra / B. juncea) ddeit 
mutual, reciprocal  moheekhaidh 
mystery joudd 



N  
nail (fingernail) tikheiloh 
nail (pointy fastener) ddeete 
naked, nude, exposed (without the usual cover)  dduiwe 
name veidd 
narrow, of little width (of space between objects)  duik 
nation, state (political entity) jedhu 
native (naturally belonging to a given realm)  quidhigaidh 
nature (that which occurs spontaneously; the non-artificial world) dhokhui 
navel kuheiddeikh 
near (at / to a little distance)  buk 
near, close to  kemoukhaesh 
necessary, needed, required  khaakhu 
neck vaiso 
necktie suiddamuikh 
need, require  loudhuraidh 
needle daash 
negative  henaekhaedh 
neglect, negligence, apathy khiddei 
neon seekha 
nerve khaadi 
nest, den, lair (an animal's self-made house) dodd 
net tah 
neuter (neither male nor female)  khaesho 
never  jaaddehaesh 
new, novel, recent (having been known for a brief time)  jaiddi 
news, tidings kheiva 
newspaper ddeid 
next (coming immediately after; "tomorrow" = the next day)  jeiq 
nice, kind, affable  guijo 
night khuito 
nine  keeh 
nitrogen khow 
noise (confused/randomized sound/stimuli) soddi 
noon dhaidha 
normal, ordinary, usual  radd 
north peed 
nose taap 
not  ddul 
note, annotation leiddoqeikh 



notice, observe  suqeeshaash 
now (at this time)  ladhu 
number, numeral (a word or symbol indicating quantity) peleikhuish 
nut (hard-shelled fruit/seed with separable shell and kernel) radoudhoudh 



O  
oak (tree of genus Quercus) shaasu 
oat (plant/seed of genus Avena) vesaeddeedd 
obey  dib 
object (concrete tangible thing) khaet 
obscure, unheard of  vushe 
of (containing the measured quantity: "two liters of water")  sheip 
of (owned by; belonging to; associated with; = genitive)  juhuidheesh 
offer (present for acceptance or rejection)  rodaesheedh 
official (issued with authority)  sheim 
oil (a combustible fatty liquid that will not mix with water) laibo 
oil (crude oil), petroleum veish 
old (of long standing; having been known for a long time)  wamo 
old (of much age; having existed/lived for a long time)  ddaiq 
olive (tree/fruit of sp. Olea europaea) nuidda 
on (resting on; touching the top or other surface of)  hoho 
one  faidh 
onion (plant/bulb of sp. Allium sepa) ddaddei 
only, solely, exclusively  teeddeloudh 
open (not shut)  bolaikhoukh 
opening, orifice gaep 
opinion kaikhu 
or  shuishi 
orange (having a hue between red and yellow)  doudhopoush 
orange (tree/fruit of Citrus sinensis / related spp.) set 
organ (of body) shidhae 
organize (bring X's together to perform a task)  teikhiquish 
original, non-imitative  saesa 
ornament, decoration jeshaahov 
other, another  vaash 
outer, exterior, external  wudheewol 
outside of, exterior to  nidh 
oval, ellipse geidhu 
oven vaeru 
own (possess according to law or custom)  saedh 
oxygen bab 



P  
package, packet, parcel dakheipop 
paddle, oar (stick with broad end) dhaenu 
page (one side of a sheet of paper in a book) jira 
pain fuk 
paint sipo 
palm (of hand) megeekhuikh 
pan (broad shallow cooking dish) dduisho 
pants, trousers taashadaikh 
paper feekh 
parallel  waruiddaidd 
park (public outdoor area) doshaejer 
parliament, congress (legislative body of elected officers) dheibo 
part lugi 
party (political), sect (religious) daej 
past (the p~), earlier time hish 
pasta, noodles keej 
paste (any thick soft dough-like material) gidhaabud 
patch (a piece used to cover/repair a flaw) dok 
patience faadh 
pattern (apparent systematic interrelationship) laedhe 
pause, hesitate, suspend action temporarily  jaf 
pay  mese 
pea (plant/seed of sp. Pisum sativum) koukhalaidd 
peace (freedom from fighting or turmoil) sish 
peanut (plant/seed/pod of sp. Arachis hypogaea) shokhou 
pedal taiso 
pen (writing tool that uses ink) gidhoumog 
pencil, crayon (writing tool that uses semi-solid substance) khuilu 
penis faddaaduh 
people (a people), folk, the members of an ethnic group / nation khakhae 
pepper (black -- plant/seed of sp. Piper nigrum) dden 
pepper (hot/sweet/bell pepper -- plant/pod of genus Capsicum) saeshuhaakh 
perceive, detect  shul 
period, era, epoch waihu 
permanent, perpetual  loudh 
permit, allow, let  jaeshi 
person, human being disaeshuidh 
photograph shaedhi 
picture, image peidduwuidd 



piece (a part broken/cut/separated from something larger) voro 
pig, swine (omnivorous mammal of family Suidae) deho 
pile, heap, stack of things or of a substance mam 
pillow, cushion qosha 
pine (coniferous tree of genus Pinus) jaaw 
pipe (a hard tube for transporting liquid) pile 
pity, feel compassion toward, feel sorry for  dhiddee 
pizza rul 
place, location gunoushoudh 
plan, design kadhaaqaj 
plane (flat surface) ddaija 
planet dein 
plant (a vegetable life-form) dail 
plastic (synthetic/processed moldable material) shuh 
plate (shallow dish, usually round) mous 
play (performed by actors on stage), drama duish 
play, recreate, frolic  feej 
pleasure seeddoseedd 
plow (plough) peha 
plug, seal, stopper jaadhoraadd 
plum (certain trees/fruits of genus Prunus) ludhi 
pocket kheg 
pod (seed pod) vuisha 
poem dhour 
poison, toxin khashee 
polarity (electric, magnetic, etc.) teisheweesh 
pole, stick (long bar) sheipi 
police (organization to enforce laws) reidho 
politics mair 
pollute, contaminate  faike 
pool, billiards hidduinak 
poor, impoverished  dheeh 
port faikhasaesh 
position (location relative to others) juidhe 
positive  judh 
possible (able to happen or be done)  nuif 
post (vertical pole anchored in ground) jihu 
pot (deep round vessel) dhaidhu 
potassium dhuf 
potato (plant/tuber of sp. Solanum tuberosum) khaabe 



pour (cause to flow)  nuikhasuidd 
powder doukha 
power sheddei 
praise, compliment, laud  seeshaweish 
pray (communicate with god(s))  daakh 
present (existing in the indicated place; contra-absent)  rous 
present (the present time; the now) neishibaedh 
preserve, maintain (keep X in good condition)  hudu 
president kheidhe 
press (do pressure to; push upon with weight or force)  khuiq 
pretend, act, feign  ddaep 
prevent (keep from happening)  soub 
price, cost shuv 
pride (proudness; self-respect) taasha 
priest, clergyman veidh 
prime minister gashu 
print (to copy marks by pressing inked objects on paper)  qashe 
prior, preceding, previous, contra-next  riru 
prison, jail kikh 
private (contra-public)  wes 
prize, award boddo 
probable (likely to happen/be)  keko 
process, procedure jatu 
profit, gain vuij 
program shew 
progress, advancement reene 
prohibit, forbid, contra-permit  shaesha 
project, undertaking, venture keijo 
promise (a claim about one's future actions), pledge hout 
proof, evidence peeshu 
protect, defend  ddaesa 
protest, objection kheiddi 
prototype, exemplar, archetype, model (for all Xs) shaiwe 
provide, supply, furnish  dhoul 
province (of Canada etc.), prefecture, state (of USA etc.) hidd 
pry {British: prize} (raise/open/move with a lever)  nihaikheish 
public (available to most or all persons)  puheidheidd 
public, populace, the people (as in People's Republic) ddoude 
pull (draw something toward oneself)  luteeshoudd 
pulley ddeivo 



pump dheq 
punish  jino 
pure, unadulterated, uncontaminated  guneekhaadd 
purple  widdouqut 
push (press on something in order to move it)  mudhi 
put, place, translocate  kheeja 
pyramid vakhe 



Q  
quality, trait, attribute, characteristic baat 
quantity (amount / number / magnitude) dhaeddu 
quartz kaid 
queen geeshi 
question, query gon 
quickly, rapidly, swiftly (with much speed)  sheeshi 
quiet, soft, faint (of little sonic intensity)  vagaashuidh 
quote, cite  wopo 



R  
rabbit (animal of family Leporidae) now 
race (group of people with similar characteristics) khaaku 
rack (framework of bars for storage) shij 
radio apparatus, wireless set mig 
rail (usually horizontal bar for restraining/supporting things) voudd 
railroad paadhiqeedh 
rain voukhi 
rainbow deedd 
rake dhaesha 
rarefied, tenuous, diffuse, dilute, sparse, wispy  peikhi 
ratio, rate, proportion vaadd 
ray khaivi 
razor leew 
reach, extend as far as  waadhaqaakh 
read  fait 
ready, prepared for a task / event  joush 
real, actual  haid 
rear, back part of dhud 
reason, explanation, justification, rationale taashi 
reasoning, rational thought qota 
receive  wuwi 
recently (in the near past)  madd 
recognize  deedda 
record (a cache of information) ddishei 
rectangle tuidhu 
red  suisi 
refreshed, zesty, perky  sheige 
region, area (a quantity of space within boundaries) geif 
regret  rino 
regular, periodic (at uniform intervals)  qaan 
reject, refuse (contra-accept)  khuigu 
relationship, association dhakhui 
release (quit keeping/restraining)  ddeege 
religion daakhobeesh 
remain, stay  laqaekheidd 
remember  mashu 
remove, subtract, take away, delete  wug 
repair, fix  qaad 
repel  poushuveidd 



replacement (permanent substitute/substitution) khuk 
represent (act as a substitute for)  hosi 
reptile naip 
request, ask for  tudho 
reside, dwell, live  mijeeddaedd 
resign  nigaashaadh 
respect, venerate, esteem  kosheefog 
responsibility, liability, accountability dheddai 
rest (of ...), remainder, leftovers, remnant shiw 
restrain, inhibit, hold back  mev 
result, consequence net 
retrieve, fetch (go to X and bring it back)  kheima 
return (go or send back to previous place/condition)  ddaepi 
reveal, disclose  ddodhaa 
revelation, mystical vision khuv 
revenge, vengeance, retribution, getting even dhidhui 
reward  mehe 
rhythm voddo 
rice (plant/seed of sp. Oryza sativa) heeq 
rich, wealthy  khaive 
ride (sit/perch in/on a vehicle/horse/etc. and travel)  bedhe 
right (a right to do/be ...) jewuikhoudh 
right(-hand)  vaet 
right, correct  maikh 
ring, torus paadho 
riot nosa 
ritual, rite, ceremony notuikheedh 
river washi 
road vouk 
rock, stone qudhuigum 
rocket luikha 
role (an individual's function) ddaere 
roll (move like a ball/cylinder by turning over and over)  fuiqe 
roof puishoqaidd 
room, chamber rideiddaakh 
root (of a plant) seesh 
rope huishuruidh 
rose (plant/flower of genus Rosa) dhom 
rot, decay  jeif 
rough, coarse, contra-smooth  poq 



route, path, course leiv 
rub, abrade  sod 
rubber reeddu 
rug, mat qadda 
rule, regulation khuig 
run  moukhageidd 
runny, thin (of little viscosity)  ddaeqe 
rural area, countryside rodd 
rush, hurry, hasten  weep 
rust, corrosion taesha 



S  
sabbath (day of week with religious significance) bebu 
sack, bag teb 
sad, unhappy, melancholy  taem 
safety, security mireisheedh 
safflower (Carthamus tinctorius) dhouma 
sail tuduiddaadd 
salad shuiddu 
salt khaes 
same, identical  vedd 
sand shaewe 
sandwich jiddo 
satisfaction kal 
sausage leibi 
save, rescue  waifu 
saw (tool) faikhitaakh 
say, tell, express in words  khoudu 
scale (device to measure weight) shaisho 
school dodh 
science naisha 
scissors baebo 
score (the tally of points in a competition) bedhoubur 
scratch pouddo 
screen, mesh shuidhi 
screw (threaded fastener) tidd 
sea, ocean dduis 
season dhaid 
second (1/60th of a minute) beekh 
secret  kheiha 
section, segment (a part somehow different/separated from 
others) shadhaa 
see  davoukhaadd 
seed bilu 
seek, search (for), look for  tashaisop 
seem, appear to be, give the impression of  hakhaasel 
seldom, rarely  poddu 
sell  kheishe 
send, dispatch, transmit  ddoushe 
sense (ability to perceive a given kind of stimuli) likuisheedh 
sentence (of words) visu 



sequence, order (temporal arrangement of events in a series) ddoura 
series (a number of similar things following one another) ddeshui 
serious, earnest, grave  raadh 
serpentine, meandering, convoluted  meedh 
serve (provide service to)  boudd 
sesame (plant/seed of genus Sesamum) ddaedde 
set (complete group of similar items) kheddai 
seven  poush 
sew  khih 
sex, gender qoddo 
shadow, shade maikhanuish 
shake  heikhemaekh 
shallow (of little depth)  sise 
shame juk 
sharp, keen, pointy, acute  dhoshei 
shave  dduk 
sheath vakhaipil 
sheep (Ovis aries) middeekip 
sheet (thin rectangle of paper/cloth/etc.) boukh 
shelf jaaddu 
shell feju 
shield (a protective implement) shaq 
shine (radiate light)  baku 
ship sim 
shirt ddeidu 
shoe sahouddaakh 
shoot (cause to rapidly go forth)  deddaawor 
short (of little length)  fouddi 
short, brief (of little duration)  wudd 
shorts, trunks (trousers extending no lower than knees) luqo 
should, ought to (is/are expected/advised to ...)  judhoukel 
shoulder dhuih 
shovel jedoudhaish 
show, exhibit, display  maadh 
shower, sprinkle khadhei 
shrink, contract  shushou 
side, flank, lateral area ddaale 
sign (board with public notice written on it) rapa 
silent  vaishuqaekh 
silk deiha 



silver (the metal) sheidda 
similar  ddedhaa 
simple  ddedhae 
sing  nodd 
sink  leqoudhaikh 
sister reeshatoush 
sit (be in a sitting position)  khaifu 
six  ruh 
size (degree of largeness or smallness) muikh 
skeleton bokuiddaekh 
ski dduddei 
skin heibe 
skirt, kilt, dress (any torso-garment open at the bottom) puneeshaidh 
sky duddoubes 
slave waega 
sleep  toukh 
slide, slip, glide  ludd 
sloped, inclined/declined (not horizontal)  buikhetaekh 
slowly (with little speed)  naju 
small (of little size)  qodda 
smell, odor, aroma kap 
smile  sawe 
smoke kheehe 
smooth  kofaakhaadd 
snake, serpent (reptile of suborder Serpentes or Ophidia) shaddei 
sneeze  bukh 
snow kuw 
snug (just large enough to contain X), tight (in this sense)  khov 
soap wir 
sock, hose, stocking quishobaash 
sodium wora 
soft, malleable, yielding to pressure  fava 
soldier jeq 
solid (contra-hollow)  tuwi 
solid (not a gas or liquid) ruikha 
son shokhei 
soon (in the near future)  vuishamaidd 
soul, spirit (believed to outlive the body) khaed 
sound (audible waves in the air) vadhouhal 
soup shidhei 



sour  besho 
source, origin qash 
south khaen 
soya, soybean (plant/seed of sp. Glycine max) vot 
space, room, void khaiddo 
speak, talk  higa 
spear, lance khaefe 
species shudhai 
specific, special, particular  dhoudhe 
speed, velocity (degree of fastness or slowness) toudho 
sphere fut 
spice, seasoning kheij 
spider, arachnid saeshuluidd 
spike, barb, cleat, thorn koli 
spill (accidentally emit liquid)  weje 
spinach (plant/leaves of sp. Spinacia oleracea) qaakh 
spine, backbone bees 
spiral, whorl qaikhi 
spit  jaadd 
sponge (real/synthetic corpse of animal of phylum Porifera) nudhu 
spool, reel (cylinder onto which something is wound) jidhu 
spoon ddeequ 
spread (begin to cover or cause X to cover more area)  ddog 
spring (metal helix) khap 
spring (the season) vehi 
sprout (young shoot of plant) beekholoudh 
square shah 
squash, melon (plant/fruit of genus Cucurbita grown for edible 
fruit) peeg 
squat  dafaeddoukh 
squirrel (rodent of family Sciuridae) ladh 
stab, jab  wuikhiduikh 
stair(s) ddaeshi 
stand  raaw 
staple (fastener) diraiddaadd 
star mulo 
steal (take in a criminal way)  ddaadda 
steam shus 
steel halo 
stiff, rigid  deekh 



still, yet (even until the time mentioned)  kaav 
stir, agitate  waate 
stomach puf 
store, cache, reserve, reservoir khuddei 
store, shop, boutique beshouvit 
storm khuidhe 
story, report khed 
straight (not bent)  ddoudhu 
strange, weird, unusual, peculiar  vadh 
strap seeri 
street dhuw 
strength (ability to exert physical power) nidaishoudh 
stretch, extend  dhoshaa 
strike (work stoppage as protest) reidhi 
string (thicker than thread and thinner than rope) khoddui 
stripe ddait 
stroke, jolt, blow of force jasheivob 
study  radheiquk 
stupid  faiju 
stylus keto 
subject, topic of discussion duiqa 
submission, surrender nadhe 
substitute, surrogate (temporary replacement) fadhaafap 
succeed  naf 
suck  khoukhi 
sudden, abrupt  ddaadhi 
sugar huilu 
suggest, propose (offer an idea)  keedha 
suitable, proper, fit(ting), appropriate  qin 
sulfur waikhe 
summer ddar 
sun weedda 
sunflower (plant/bloom of sp. Helianthus annuus) juidh 
support  deikhi 
suppose, presume  qaidhoguidh 
surface keshaemar 
surprise, startle  tuhe 
swallow  reedhilaadd 
swamp, marsh makh 
sweat, perspiration shaib 



sweep  daev 
sweet  deni 
swelling, inflation pikh 
swim  shaej 
sword guquiddaidh 
syllable sokhi 
symbol, sign, token khuike 
syringe kijaeshaakh 
system ddoudhe 



T  
table (piece of furniture with flat top) vaddaaqeq 
tail maati 
take (in the sense of E-o "preni", G "nehmen", Sp "tomar")  jish 
talent, skill, knack washuihob 
tapered (becoming narrower toward an end)  meido 
tar (dark viscous liquid obtained by destructive distillation) qaikh 
task, chore, job, assignment vudheinik 
taste (perceive the flavor of)  huiq 
taut, tight, tense, strained  waesh 
tavern, bar, pub bal 
tax shodhou 
tea (plant/leaves of sp. Camellia sinensis) suisa 
teach  kodh 
team, crew, squad dhiv 
tear(drop(s)) ddeew 
tear, rip  khaira 
technology leej 
telephone dhab 
telescope lashaiher 
television set suikh 
temperature (relative amount of heat present) khin 
temporary, transient  foqoushaidd 
tempt  dhaakhe 
ten  fuqeikhuish 
tendency, propensity, inclination gaavu 
tennis nushouwup 
test, check  wor 
testicle waakh 
than, compared to  pudhouned 
thank (express gratitude toward)  val 
that (demonstrative)  beikhaqaakh 
that (e.g. "I know that you are right")  shod 
theater raf 
theory losh 
there (at/to that place)  gaadho 
thick, fat (large from one surface to the opposite surface)  pidde 
thickness (of a solid object, etc.) kaikh 
thin, slender (small from one surface to the opposite surface)  heih 
think  khouddu 



this (demonstrative)  teidhe 
thousand  sheera 
thread, filament sheipe 
three  shishui 
throat shousho 
through  waeddiqeidd 
throw, toss  sudhi 
thumb qeddi 
thunder dhuq 
ticket, coupon waat 
tide wugaakheish 
tie, bind  kheshai 
tiger (Felis tigris) jaidd 
time (e.g. "do it 3 times"), occasion, instance, iteration teito 
time (the dimension/continuum of past-present-future) khoudho 
timely, prompt, on time  khedhai 
tin (the metal) hike 
tiny, minuscule  heekh 
tired, weary  tiw 
to, towards, at (moving toward)  webaeshuidd 
tobacco (plant/leaves of sp. Nicotiana tabacum) kheddae 
today  paeg 
toe didhaekom 
together  beesh 
toilet, water closet dduiqa 
tomato (plant/berry of genus Lycopersicon) ddeiru 
tomorrow  sheisha 
tone, pitch (frequency of sound waves) satouddaedh 
tongs shaidhi 
tongue (body-part) gosh 
too little, insufficiently  qokhaapig 
too much, excessively  kagu 
tool, utensil, implement jeeba 
tooth netoushuikh 
top, peak, summit kheekha 
tornado wotaashoudd 
torture, torment  shoumi 
total, sum, aggregate dhidhou 
touch  heif 
towel kidd 



tower khouh 
toy, plaything middu 
train (of railroad) neiddesuidh 
trap deibu 
tray (shallow rectangular dish) juik 
tree ddaaddu 
trial (in court) ddaeg 
triangle housheveish 
trick, chicanery jufoudheedd 
trim, prune (cut off ragged edges)  nuddu 
trouble, difficulty feshaegik 
truck {British: lorry} (motor vehicle for cargo-carrying) puidd 
true  wuhuidhaish 
trust  fefaaddaakh 
try, attempt, endeavor  fuw 
turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) paeno 
turn, divert (send in a different direction)  meteisheidh 
turn, rotate, revolve  puj 
turtle (reptile of order Testudinata) diki 
two  keekhoteedd 



U  
ugly  deqeishaadh 
umbrella dhudhou 
umpire, referee, official luiqo 
under, below, beneath  faeno 
understand, comprehend  pebe 
uniform (special garments worn by members of a group) ruiddihoudh 
unite  qaedhuqeikh 
universe, cosmos mukh 
university qodha 
up  koudd 
urine tadd 
use, utilize  wado 

V  
vacuum pedh 
vagina bish 
valley vasheidud 
value (the quality of being useful and/or desirable), worth dhul 
valve (flow-controller) sekha 
vapor, mist maidhi 
vehicle vaaki 
veil dhub 
vein, blood vessel mudh 
vertical  saera 
village poudd 
vinegar wuddi 
violent, harsh  soup 
virus shub 
viscous, thick (of high viscosity)  kukh 
visit  fuiq 
vocabulary (sum of words available to a person/people) wikhoufuj 
vogue, trend, fad, fashion pedhaasuk 
voice kaehe 
volcano ddeel 
vomit  raaj 
vote  khaddei 
vowel neih 



W  
waist dhuir 
wait (for), await  naiddu 
walk  piddaiwem 
wall kaedhojuidh 
want, wish, desire  fouh 
war kifi 
warm  heef 
warn  gula 
wash  fuik 
waste, misuse  qeiddibuidd 
water gen 
wave laekh 
wax kag 
weapon navi 
weather shis 
weave  gikhe 
wedge goukh 
week fuipo 
weight (degree of heaviness or lightness) shadhee 
west woudh 
wet  daide 
whale (large marine mammal of order Cetacea) taek 
wheat (plant/seed of sp. Triticum aestivum) dhaela 
wheel kedd 
when? (at what time?)  noush 
where? (at/to what place?)  khoddai 
whim, caprice fakhe 
whistle  peidhoqaesh 
white  sevoudhuidd 
whole, entire, complete  dhokhou 
why? (for what reason?)  faaw 
wide, broad (of space between objects)  daedheraedd 
width (degree of wideness or narrowness) shishei 
wife guidd 
wild, feral, untamed  dhaashu 
wind waw 
window gokho 
wine ddushee 
wing (of bird etc.) paal 



winter naeshu 
wire (long thread-like piece of metal) pet 
wise  ddeeba 
with (accompanied by)  shiddaa 
without, with no ..., lacking  nedde 
wolf (Canis lupus) dduide 
woman (adult female person) faakhu 
wood (the substance) hiru 
wool leidhudeedd 
word kaavo 
work, effort, labor, toil weiw 
world ruhi 
worm shaadhe 
worry, anxiety naeshadaidh 
wound dheip 
wrap  puvi 
wrench {British: spanner} nakhu 
wrestle  rudh 
wrinkle, crease gadha 
wrist moti 
write  maekh 
wrong, incorrect  nodho 

Y  
year pishi 
yellow  ddeidda 
yesterday  qaeva 
young (of little age; having existed/lived for a brief time)  wuikhedoush 

Z  
zero  vefaishaesh 
 


